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BRIEFLY
Inside
Crack babies ignored:

Editorial explores the
plight of the growing population of young victims of
drug abuse.
• See page 2

The BG News
$270 million in state cuts proposed
Reductions to
be restored in
next two years

The budget is balanced and free of tax
increases, and starts to improve "a
management mess that was even worse
than 1 expected."

Baseball team loses a pair
of double-headers against
Dayton and Ashland.
•See page 7

Campus
Drug Forum tonight:

The University Athletic
Department is sponsoring a
Drug Education presentation for Bowling Green
athletes and their guests tonight a 8 p.m. at Kobacker
Hall. Dr. Ray Tricker, a
nationally recognized educator on the subject will be
the featured speaker. Any
interested parties also are
welcome to attend. For
more information, contact
the Bowling Green Athletic
Department at 372-2401.

Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — Gov. George
Voinovich on Monday proposed a
$26.8 billion budget that includes
substantial cuts the first year, but
restores and boosts spending 8.6
percent by the end of two-year
budget period.
It also provides additional
money for selected programs in a
package that Voinovich said will
focus on education, children and
lobs while protecting other essential services.
The budget, which compares
with (24.2 billion in the current
budget, was sent to the Ohio Leg-

islature, where immediate reaction was mixed.
Some of the budget's elements
include no increased funding the
first year, but a five percent increase in education the second,
and tuition caps at the universities of seven percent the first
year and four percent in
1992-1993.
Voinovich seeks to replace and
probably curtail what is now the
General Assistance welfare category, shifting more responsibility
to counties.
The budget also would expand
Head Start and other programs
for poor youngsters, provide a
two percent boost in Aid to Dependent Children benefits in 1993

First woman pros:

by Bryan Brumley

Kent State University
President Carol A. Cartwright said Monday she
welcomed the opportunity
to become the f irst woman
to head a state university in
Ohio.
"I am proud of the role
model that I am able to provide women," Cartwright,
49, said during a news conference held during her first
day as president of the
22,912-student school. "That
provides...a kind of competitive edge to myself."

Associated Press writer

MOSCOW — Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev and his maverick rival Boris Yeltsin on Monday both emerged from the first
referendum in Soviet history able
to claim victory.
In the nonbinding election held
Sunday in 11 time zones across
the Soviet Union, Gorbachev won
overwhelming support for
preserving a renewed federation
with the majority of the population.
But partial returns showed
Yeltsin winning on a question that
has been opposed by Gorbachev:
creating a strong presidency for
the Russian federation, and
filling it by direct election.
Yeltsin was elected chairperson by Russia's legislature in
May. Known as the Russian
president, he is in danger of losing that job. The hard-line members of Russia's Congress are

Gulf
Dispute In facts:

Kurdish rebels said Monday the Iraqi army was using virtually every weapon
it has to try to break the
back of the rebellion in
northern Iraq.
Spokespersons for Shiite
Muslims, also fighting to
topple President Saddam
Hussein, maintain their
fighters are holding off a
three-pronged assault by
Iraqi troops on the southern
cities of Basra, Karbala and
Tannuma.
Iraq's governmentcontrolled newspapers
claimed the army crushed
the revolt in the south, despite attacks from Shiite
rebels that had left cities in
ruins.

Ctanning a no-confidence vote on
larch 28. Even if Yeltsin lost
that vote, he would be strongly
favored in a popular election.
Gorbachev's referendum won
by margins of 70 percent to 95
Eercent in seven of the 15 repubcs: the Ukraine, Byelorussia,
and in the five republics of Central Asia: Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tadzhikistan, Turkmenia
and Kirgizia.
There were no final totals for
Russia and Azerbaijan on Monday. Local counts were running
strongly in favor of the union in
the Russian countryside and
many cities, but weak in Yeltsin's
strongholds, Moscow and Sverdlovsk.
Six independence-minded refmblics refused to hold the reerendum and the majority of
their voters appeared to stay
away from polls held in Communist Party and military bases.
Less than a 50 percent turnout
renders an election invalid under
Soviet law.

But officials claimed 500,000
voted in Latvia and 652,000 in
Lithuania, with a 97 percent 'yes'
vote in Lithuania. The turnouts
were less than the required 50
percent, but still higher than expected because both republics
voted strongly for independence
several weeks ago.
In Lithuania, the count could be
accurate only if there were at
least 200,000 -no' votes, said parliamentary spokesperson Harris
Subacius.
Both republics reported widespread ballot-stuffing on Sunday,
because voters' names were not
checked against registration
rolls.
Gorbachev first proposed the
referendum in December as a
means of pressuring leaders of
the 15 Soviet republics into signing a new Union Treaty to
preserve central control over politics and the economy.
The main referendum question
did not mention the Union Treaty
See Soviet, page 4

Brooklyn rap group brings message to BG crowd
by Marvin C. Brown
staff writer

Thank God:

IS Mem/Joy Murdock

Cessna Checkup
Mechanic Scott Boyer works on the engine of a Cessna 152 at
Wood County Airport Monday afternoon. Boyer was giving the
plane Its 50-fllght-hour Inspection.

Weather
Tuesday, considerable
cloudiness with a chance of
drizzle in
the east.
Partly
cloudy
west.
Highs
from the
upper 40s
to the mid
50s. Tuesday night,
clearing.
Lows mainly in the 30s.
Wednesday, mostly sunny.
Highs from near SO northeast to the lower 60s in the
extreme south.
compiled from local and
wire reports

: See Highlights, page 4.

X-Clan defies stereotypes

Nation

Rainy and cloudy:

and increase day-care benefits
for poorer working families.
Trie governor said he would
save money by turning the staterun liquor stores over to private
operators, freezing tax-sharing
with local governments, ending
tax discounts for retailers ana,
among other things, borrowing
$75 million from the Budget Stabilization Fund, known as the
"rainy day fund."
In all, he proposed about $270
million in first-year cuts and $630
million in "revenue enhancements" to erase what he described as a built-in deficit of
about $1 billion.
He said the budget is balanced
See ludgat, page 6.

EDUCATION
• Basic aid. In Fiscal Year 1992, no cuts in basic aid, special education, or vocational education for primary and secondary schools; a
five percent increase in those line items in FY1993.
• Per-pupil expenditures. In FY 1993, foundation level increased
from $2,636 per pupil to $2,795 perpupil.
• Teacher salaries. In FY 1993, minimum salary increases from
$16,700 to $17,000.
• School funding equity. In FY 1993, $50 million set aside as a contingency fund for possible revisions or court decisions stemming from
alleged disparities in funding for school districts.
HIGHER EDUCA TION
• Enrollment subsidy, $2.5 billion. Funding for FY 1992 same as current year, but five percent increase in 1993.
• Student financial aid, $125.9 million. In FY 1992, Ohio Instructional
Grant Program would receive a 20 percent increase, to $61.4 million;
a five percent increase in 1993 would brine program funding to $64.5
million. Family income cap for grants woula be raised from $27,000 to
$30,000.
A $36,000 family income cap would be set for Student Choice Grant
Program, which provides a $480 grant to students attending private

Gorbachev, Yeltsin both
victorious in referendum

State

The Supreme Court,
urged by the Bush administration to narrow the distance between government
and religion, said Monday it
will decide whether group
Brayers may be part of pubc school graduation ceremonies.
A decision is expected
sometime in 1992.

COLUMBUS, O. (AP) - Highlights of Gov. George Voinovich's

-Governor George Voinovich, proposed two-year state budget:

by Robert E. Miller
Falcon Nine defeated:

Voinovich submits Ohio
annual budget for '92- '93

Candidates secure
USG senate seats
Twelve candidates for USG senate were confirmed
to twelve at-large senate seats. Thursday.
The senate-elects are listed by the number of votes
each received.
StaciDodds
874
Shelli Sanderson
789
Barb Neal
717
Tara Tate
715
Michael D. Brennan.664
Chad Luckner
631

David Long
Robin Belcher
Gary Silverhart
Alec Broadfoot
Brady Gaskins
Dwayne Sattler

617
611
579
566
565
561

Preferring to be called poets
rather than rappers, musical
group X-Clan sees itself as messengers.
"When you bring information
from community to community,
you shouldn't call it rapping,"
said X-Clan member Professor
X, The Overseer. "It's safe to call
us messengers."
During their Sunday night performance in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom, the Brooklyn-based
group defied categorization and
stereotypes.
Through rap and discussion,
X-Clan urged black and white
students to challenge their upbringing and their ways of thinking.
During the short concert, the
group roused the audience with
chanting "No justice, no peace,"
and "How black is it? Very, very
black."

"When you bring information from
community to community, you shouldn't
call it rapping. It's safe to call us
messengers."
-X-Clan member Professor X, The Overseer
Professor X dubbed many
American policies "mindtraps
enacted to Keep African Americans oppressed; he said now is
the time, with the country at the
crossroads of a new era, to fight
oppression.
"X-Clan's theory is to give you
a little energy at the crossroads,"
he said. "We are the mirror you
will use to look at yourselves.
The group critized the war in
the Persian Gulf, saying that for
African Americans, the true war
is here in the United States.
"Our soldiers went away to war
and defeated the enemy — I say
welcome home, soldier," Professor X said. "Welcome home to

crack in your home... welcome
home to no jobs.
"So while you soldiers are putting away your supplies, the war
continues here [ in America]."
Professor X also warned African-American students seeking
higher education to beware of
"intellectual masturbation."
"It's a mindtrap," he said.
"It's when you get an education
or information that would be
uplifting to our people, but won't
go back home and share it."
After the concert, the members
spoke of how their outspokenness
has made them controversial.
X-Clan member Grand VerbaU See X-Clan, page 4.

Thief targets local schools
BG police seek man, juveniles
in robberies of schoolteachers
The Bowline Green Police Division currently is investigating
several area robberies in northwest Ohio schools.
The suspect is wanted for
several classroom thefts in which
he apparently snatches schoolteachers' wallets and billfolds,
according to the police report. He
is described as approximately 5
feet 10 inches tall, 165 pounds,
medium brown hair and between
28 and 35 years old.

According to the report, the
robber may also be accompanied
by two male juveniles.
Two schools in Perrysburg, one
in Perrysburg township and one
in Bowling Green are tour of the
schools which have been robbed.
Police Chief Galen Ash said the
suspect may also be responsible
for the robberies of a school in
Weston and one in North Baltimore.
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Editorial
Drug war creates
children martyrs
America's War on Drugs is chalking up a whole
new generation of innocent civilian casualties.
An estimated 375,000 children are born in the United
States each year to women who used illegal drugs during pregnancy, with cocaine and its derivatives being
the most common.
Meanwhile, ample evidence supports that this population is growing. At Grady Memorial Hospital in Atlanta, one-half of the babies in the special care nursery
show traces of cocaine in their urine. A two-year survey at three New York City hospitals showed that between 11 to 20 percent of all newborns were affected by
crack.
This influx of young victims brings with it a plethora
of medical and psychological problems. 'Crack children' are breathing textbook examples of abnormal
development in children.
Aside from a much greater likelihood of premature
birth and smaller birth sizes, child victims of crack
frequently are cursed with kidney infections, brain

defects, infarcts of the brain (similar to strokes), and
birth deformities.
Crack-affected children are psychologically classified as 'fragile' —easily overloaded by environmental
stimuli. Even simple eye contact can overstimulate
these children to the point where they are either frantically crying in long, uncontrollable tantrums or withdrawing into a coma-like sleep.
'Crack children' also seem to lack any genuine emotions. According to Judy Howard, an MD at the UCLA
School of Medicine who made a study of crack children: "You can't tell what makes these children happy
or sad. Their faces are joyless. It's as though the part
of their brain that makes them get a kick out of life has
been wiped out. They're like automatons."
Older grade-school victims often show signs of retarded social skills and moral development. They are
often impossible to teach, or even control. Psychologically, these children resemble remorseless sociopaths,
who will inflict pain on others just for the slight pleasure they receive.
Abuse, neglect and continual drug use are problems
in many of these families. "We have families who are
foing hungry because the father or mother is on crack,
hey spend the money on drugs and then come here
begging for food," Jewel Williams, a volunteer worker
at Philadelphia's Neighborhood Advisory Council,
said.

However, little has been done to reverse the tide.
If 375,000 middle-class white children were left psychotic vegetables every year from drinking cola, the
public outcry would demand research and treatment.
The problem is that the young victims of crack are
typically not white or middle class. Instead, they are
the ignored underclass from our cities' streets. And
they have been made the victims of the government's
drug policy.
Despite the widespread, growing problem, there is
still no federal recommendation or any official policy
on how to handle and treat crack children. Many
treatment centers work by the seats of their pants, experimenting with any sort of treatment.
The government's drug policy has set lofty goals, but
it has failed to use reasonable means in achieving
them. The billion-dollar War on Drugs does an impressive job in making smuggling seizures and other interdiction missions. However, the government's willingness to support treatment facilities for addicts and further research has been less than noteworthy.
The "Just Say No" philosophy has classified addicts
as criminals and made sickness illegal. It is time for
society to recognize drug addiction for what it is — a
disease — and to provide support for research and
treatment for the victims, instead of punishing them,
before another 375,000 are lost.

LETTERS
WFAL provides Coughlin deserves
students valuable more credit than
radio experience The News gives him
Editor The News:
Editor The News:
I would like to address the situI'm writing in response to the
negative views that were implied ation regarding your constant
by77ie News about WFAL on slamming of Kevin Coughlin.
Wednesday March 6. When I was Everyone is aware of the fact that
a freshman here at the Universi- college students have many
ty, I came in as a music major. different opinions and like to
Being one, I wanted to see what voice them. Your writers seem
other music-oriented activities not to be concerned with reportthis college had to offer. I gained ing the news, but with what Kevin
knowledge of WFAL and decided has done wrong in their eyes. For
to seek out information about the instance, The News ran an article
station and its benefits. I learned on Tuesday concerning a safety
what the radio business had to bill and threw in a comment on
offer from the well-organized Kevin's absence. Is Kevin not a
program and the experience I've student like the rest of us who is
busy with studies? Is he not pefgained through the station.
As a result of this, I have mitted to miss a meeting for any
changed my major to RTVF, spe- reason?
cializing in radio sales and proWhat makes you people so permotion. By working at WFAL, I've recieved first-hand experience fect that you can continually find
in programming, production, trash to report about Kevin? The
sales andpromotion. In addition News calls itself an "independent
to this, WFAL offers departments voice;" if it is, then do not take
in trafficking, research and mu- sides — at least not in straight
sic directing. By this and my hard news reporting. It is fine that you
work, I will be able to get a job at endorsed Sears, if you felt that
any station in the country. In ad- was right, but do not put down
dition, like a professional station, Kevin on every page of your
I have gained real world experi- paper. This is a university paper,
must create an entirely new for- ence in sales, which generates not a high school one. It's time
The News started acting more
eign policy, one that can chart us real profits.
professional and reporting the
into the future.
We've lived in the Age of the
Now I'm a junior RTVF major news to students, not propaganda
Computer. Remember those hor- well on my way to reaching my trying to influence them to a cerrible TI calculators we all had in Soals in radio, and I have WFAL tain view. Kevin may have made
elementary school and junior
> thank for it. This semester, I some mistakes, but who hasn't?
high — the huge ones with the work for the sales department Let him do his job and make his
LED display and clicking but- and have a radio show on Thurs- decisions — that is why he is
tons? Now they've been replaced day mornings from 9:30 to noon. president of USG and not you
with HP calculators that could To prove my point further, I'm people.
probably pilot us to the moon. challenging all who read this to
Brandon Dynes,
Macintoshes brought computer listen to me.
Klitical science
use to everyone. Ataris, Nintentter was received after the
Maria Shaheen,
dos and Segas made it all fun,
USG election.
junior
though credit should be due to the
granddaddy of them all, Pong.
The list goes on. My problem
was that I didn't pull back far
enough to see the events of our
lifetimes in the proper perspec- An Independent Student Voice tive. Child of the Television Age, I
saw our popular culture before I
noticed our history. Both of these
Editorial Board
are important, but my video
myopia prevented me from noticJames A. Tinker
editor
ing the really timeless events that
Michelle Banks
Jill Novak
will become History.
assistant managing editor
managing editor
Dean Acheson may have been
John
Kohlstrand
present at the creation, but we
city editor
are present at the cultivation.
Chuck Travis
Charles Toil
Winston Churchill once told
editorial coordinator
editorial editor
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, "Sir,
Ivan Groger
it is fun to be in the same century
Matthew A. Daneman
copy chief
as you," but he had it wrong. It is
copy chief
fun to be in this century, period.
Chris Dawson is a senior histoThe BG News Staff
3' major and columnist for the
Michelle Laherty
Christian Thompson Copy Editor
News Editor
ews.
Michelle Taylor
Man Schroder Copy Editor

Vital history not restricted to the past
Most of my life I have been
studying history, and I used to resent that in my own lifetime,
there were very lew events that I
considered even remotely "historical events." This bothered
me. I not only wanted to study
history, but I wanted to LIVE hisFor the longest time, I wished I
would have lived in the 1930s and
•40s. Now those were historic
periods. The people, places and
events were unbelievable. I
wanted to be there to listen to
Franklin Delano Roosevelt deliver his "Day of Infamy" speech
and be there for the party when
World War II ended.
I wanted to be in Carnegie Hall
when Benny Goodman took the
stage for the first jazz/big band
concert in that hallowed hall, as
well as seeing Will Rogers on the
stage. To be alive when giants
like Roosevelt, Churchill, Truman, Marshall, Eisenhower and
Einstein were alive. Yes, that
was what I wanted.
Dean Acheson, Truman's Secretary of State, gave his memoirs
the title of Present at the Creation, because he felt that the
period of the late 1940s was a
formative time for the United
States, when we were on the cutting edge of a new world order
and moved to the forefront of the
world stage.

Think about it; the Cold War
and all our foreign policy of the
last 45-odd years had their start
in the Postwar Era. We have been
living in a blueprint laid out by
our grandfathers and greatgrandfathers. I wanted to be alive
then at the creation — being a
child of the 70s and '80s fust
wasn't the same.
What did we have to show for
us? Disco. MTV. Iran-Contra.
Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.

Along The
Middle Road
by
Chris Dawson
Milli Vanilli. Preppies. Yuppies.
New Age. Non-Alcoholic Beer.
Pac Man. Bart Simpson. Frozen
yogurt. Yugos.
Not impressive, in terms of history. Popular culture, maybe, but
is this the stuff I want my children and grandchildren to remember my generation by?
No.
But then it dawned on me. I was

utterly wrong. This is a very historical period of time — possibly
one of the most historic. All the
stuff I mentioned in the previous
paragraph will fade, only to be a
footnote at the most. What will
remain will be cast in stone, for
all time.
In our lifetimes, we've seen a
president fall in disgrace, and
another get shot. We've seen a
pope get shot. We've seen the
Berlin Wall fall. We've seen a
revolution in Eastern Europe, a
near-revolution in China and possibly a new Russian Revolution.
We've lived through five Presidents, four Soviet premiers and
scores of other world leaders,
many of whom were brutally assassinated. We've seen Saigon
fall, the space shuttle Enterprise
take its first glide in the 70s, the
Columbia take its first flight into
space and the explosion of the
Challenger. When we were born,
men were still visiting the moon.
Viking landed on Mars and the
Voyagers visited the outer
planets in our solar system.
We've gotten out of Vietnam,
botched a hostage rescue attempt
in Iran, retreated from Lebanon,
stormed Grenada, blitzed Panama and steamrollered over
Iraq, in one of the fastest and
most efficient wars in all of recorded history. Dean Acheson's
foreign policy is gone; now we
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Respond
The BC News editorial
page is your campus forum. Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and
signed.
Please address all submission* to:
Editorial Editor
210 West Hall

Sparta Editor
Asst Sports Editor
AMI. Sports Editor
Wire Editor
AMI Wire Editor
Photo Editor
Insider Editor
Insider Aaat Editor
Invest Director
Features Director
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
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Marci Stork
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Editor
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WBGU-TV short of fund goal Redenbacher fund
Channel 27 may conduct additional drives to raise $150,000
by Morrella Raleigh
staff writer

The WBGU-TV Channel 27
March Membership Drive only
raised $123,600 of its $150,000 goal,
but the station expects to reach
the goal by the end of the month
through mail and telemarketing
responses.
if the goal is not reached, the
station may have to do some additional fundraisers in the next
few months, said development director Patricia Koehler.
"Public television is supported
in large part by member contributions. Our programming will
be over $600,000 this year and it's
important to broaden the membership base," Koehler said.
Other funding for the station
comes from the University, state,
federal and corporate support,
nKA

IIKA

"The drives are the most cost-effective
way for us to communicate with our
viewers."
-Development Director Patricia Koehler,
Koehler said.
The station conducts fundraisers in December and March.
The March drive has been running for 15 years and $151,000 was
raised at last year's drive, Koehler said.
"[The drives] are the most
cost-effective way for us to communicate with our viewers,"
Koehler said.
The production crew and some
of the directors for the drive are
students, production manager
Paul Lopez said.

IIKA IIKA IIKA

Working at the drive offers the
students practical experience.
"It's a complex production and
it's a very good supplement to
what they're getting in theory,"
Lopez said.
Special programming during
the drive has included James
Taylor in concert, "Nova" and
specials with Fred Astaire and
Frank Sinatra. "Echoes of the
Big Band with Merv Griffin," a
tribute to the big band era and
"Jukebox Saturday Night," a
pop-music special celebrating the

IlKA IIKA IIKA

The Pikes Would
Like To Thonk
Cveryone Who
Participated
In Our Pie
€ating
contest
/|W
61 Our
GIFTS, CANDY A FOOD IN BULK
Sponsor . .

100th anniversary of the jukebox
aired on Saturday to conclude the
on-air drive.
Those wishing to contribute are
asked to mail in contributions.
The station is also calling contributors from past years to ask for
pledges.
"We think that a financial contribution is a good exchange for
the programming [viewers] enjoy, Koehler said.
It is usual for the station to
reach its goal several weeks after
the drives are concluded, Koehler
said.
Viewers who support public
television are called members
and they receive a one-year subscription to Preview 27, a monthly program guide.
Without viewers' support,
C" lie television couldn't exist,
t's a fact," Koehler said.

aids adult students
Non-traditional students
may get help with their "second start" thanks in part to
OrvfOe Redenbacher's Second Start Scholarship Program.
Orvtlle Redenbacher and
his grandson Gary introduced
the program to provide financial assistance for students
older than SO who either have
returned to college to finish a
degree or who have decided
to lake the plunge into college
life for the first Qme.
"Although paving college
tuition and other collegerelated expenses can be difficult for any student, the addL X

Congratulations!

nKA nKA nKA nKA nKA nKA nKA nKA

*Jc±

Jim

*4

Morris

r

ed responsibilities of a family
and Job can make the nontraditional students quest for
higher education even more
challenging," said Wslly
Douma, director of financial
aid at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and member
of the Orvtlle Redenbacher's
Advisory Board.
Both of the Redenbachers
are committed to higher education and want to aid those
non-traditional students who
are straggling financially, he
said.
Gary Redenbacher said he
believes offering nontraditional scholarships is
important
■'We believe we are one of
a See SCHOLARSHIP, page 4.

by Jackie Roaapai
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Congratulations to
Jackie Caughey on
becoming the New
Sigma Chi Sweetheart
of the Delta Kappa
Chapter.

The BG News
Salesperson of the Week
March 12 - 15, 1991
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Come and find out what

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

coco

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

Commuter Off Campus Organization
Can Mean to You!
INFORMATIONAL M€€TINGS:

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES. & APARTMENTS
Nearly $QQ pjllitS with SUPER locations
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

Monday, March 18 7:30 pm
Commuter Center TV Lounge
(Ground Level Moselu Hall)

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Tuesday, March 19 1:30 pm
204 Mosely Hall

Any student who lives off campus or will in
the near future is encouraged to join us!

M

For more information call the Off-Campus Student Center 372-8915
Update

Update

Update

Update

• •■annual

--at

llllxuMllllllJllliillilll'
Update

Hffi® congratulates
the 1991 - 92 Jack
White Billiard
Tournament Winners!
Bill Newsted
Lydia Courtney

■IIIIIIIIIII;
■■■■III lilt , .
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Update

Update

Update

Update

Update

Here's your chance to
get in on two more
Mini-Courses!

IP*0'

&*

\><

Be A Part of the 1991-92 Day By Day!

IS HERE!
■ Available at The Union

Ii4_nj^)'s sponsoring the annual photo and cover design
contest. Become a part of the book that thousands of
students use!
Photographs
Black & White Only!
8x10 print
Deadline: March 22

Cover Design
One Color Representation
Reproducable to8 1/2x11
Deadline! April 12

■ Eliminates Paper Cups

Due at 5 p.m. in the UAO office!
Cash prizes for the top winner in each category!
Be original and creative!

■ Big Drinks / Small Price
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X-Clan
□ Continued from page 1.
Uzer Brother J said there is danger tor African Americans who
■P*** out on issues such as the
war and racism.
"In this country, being black'
a« dangerous," he said. ^And be! "lack is dangerous to yourRooted in militant, AfricanAmerican ideas, the group calls
its music "Van Glorious."
"Rather than accept someone
else's label, we created our own
category," Professor X said.
"Van Glorious - it's a type of
music black people can enioy."
Although X-Clan considers its
music unlike that of other rap-

pers, Professor X nevertheless
sees each as important forms of
expression.
"Both are signs of the time," he
said.
However, Professor X critized
white rappers, specifically Vanilla Ice, whom he likened to Al Jolson, the famed blackface performer.
"[White rappers] want to act
like me — they want to live like a
black man," he said. "It's never
possible to live like a black person, but it is possible to understand a black person."
Professor X named Jackie Wilson, Otis Redding, George Clinton

and Jimi Hendrix as musical influences. Malcolm X, Marcus
Garvey, Elijah Muhammad and
Stokelev Carmichael were cited
as civil rights leaders that inspired the group.
X-Clan, which begins touring
this week, believes it is very important to reach African Americans on college campuses.
"Be strong — our next leadership can come out of these
places."
The X-Clan concert was sponsored by the Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity. The show took less
than an hour and tickets were $15
at the door.

later this month.
Gorbachev campaigned heavily in favor of the main referendum question, and, after
casting his ballot Sunday, said he
opposed strengthening the Russian presidency.
He called the Russian presidency "dangerous," but said he
would "respect the opinion of the
Russians." Russia has by far the

most land and highest population
of the republics.
Yeltsin said Friday that "introducing the post of president of
,
Russia
will help strengthen the
sovereignty of the republic,

Soviet
O Continued from page 1.
and was so vague that even Gorbachev's allies were not sure how
to translate an electoral victory
into policy.
The Baltics held their own ref erendums and voted overwhelmingly for independence: 91 percent in Lithuania, 74 percent in
Latvia and 78 percent in Estonia.
Georgia was expected to approve
independence in a referendum
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WHEN: Tues., March 19
TIME: 9pm
PLACE: 117 B.A. Building
COME
AND
JOIN
US!
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io NMM/Todd Swonion

Members ol the group X-Clan perform at the Lenhart Grand Ballroom Sunday night.
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NEVER AGAIN MEETING
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"We feel that the president of
Russia should be elected not by a
narrow circle, but by the citizens
of the republic," he said.

Why Throw Your Money
Away? •' It.s tlme to find
an apartment for
Summer 1991!
Don't waste
hundreds of dollars
on a below-average
apartment. You've
seen the rest, now
see the best.
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UniGraphics
Your
On-Campus

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
352-9135
TUESDAY'S
SPECIAL
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8 oz. New York Strip
Steak Dinner

Bureau

With Poiato A Side Dish

Only $5.95

Sunday
12:00 -2:00 P.M.
Mon - Thurs . . 11:30 - 1:30 P.M.
4:3<) - 7:00 P.M.
rriday
ll:30A.M. - l:30P.M.

Call Us
372-7418

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted afiei i to foi on-campus students
Quantum 90 1 ard ai 1 epted .ill da> lor mil ampus students

Akron University • Bowling Green State University • Ohio State University • Mount Union
College • Walsh College • Miami University • Ohio University • Malone College • University of Cincinnati • University of West Virginia • Grove City College • Ashland College
• University of Dayton • John Carroll University • University of Wisconsin • Ohio Northern University • University of Pennsylvania • Westminster • West Liberty • Edinboro
University of Pennsylvania • University of Illinois • State University of New York •
Youngstown State University • Wittenberg University • Indiana University • Florida
University • Bob Jones University • Capital University • Denison University • University
of North Carolina • Hillsdale • Pepperdine • Duke University • Michigan State
University • Wright State University • Ohio Northern • Boston • Villa Maria • Case Western
Reserve • Miramar • Marietta College • Radford University • Valparaiso • Muskingham
College • University of Louisville • Eastern Tennessee State University • West Georgia

Last year, students from these colleges & universities
enhanced their studies with Summer classes at Kent
State University Stark Campus. So why don't you ...

JOIN THE CROWD!
Summer Registration
begins
April 1, 1991

[ Continued from page 3.
the first companies to initiate
a scholarship program that is
specifically directed toward
the growing number of adult
students," he said.
"The fact that nearly 8,000
applications were received
during the first year of the
program indicates the need
for such non-traditional support."
Last year the program awarded 10 $1,000 scholarships. This year, the program will award 12 recipients
and hopes to make available
20 scholarships for the 1992-93
school year.
Gary, who was a nontraditional student himself,
recognized the need for
higher education through his
grandfather.

"Education has always
been a big thing in our family.
Grandfather always said,
'Without education, we never
could have had hybrid for the
corn,'" he said.
Eligible students must be at
least 30 years old. They can
be enrolled as full- or parttime students in either an associate, bachelor or graduate
degree program.
All the applicants will be
screened by an independent
judging panel.
Tne Second Start application deadline is May 1, 1991.
Applications are available at
the Financial Aid Office or by
writing to: Orville Redenbacher's Second Start Scholarship, P.O. Box 4137, Blair,
Neb. 68009.

Highlights

Desktop
Publishing

211 West Hall

SCHOLARSHIP

STATE UNIVERSITY

'Stark
CAMPUS

D Continued from page 1.
institutions.
• Tuition cap. Tuition and general
fee increases for state universities would be capped at seven
percent, or $225, whichever is
greater in FY 1992. The cap in
1993 would be four percent, or
$145. For community and technical colleges, the caps would be

five percent, or $110, in 1992;
three percent, or $70, in 1993.
LIQUOR STORES
State liquor stores would be
turned over to private operators.
The Voinovich administration estimates the state would save $47.8
million in the two-year budget
period.

PUBLIC AUCTION
BGSU is holding a public auction of surplus
equipment and lost 8t found property on
Wednesday, March 27, 1991 beginning at
10:30 a.m. The location of the auction will be
at the old paint shop storage building,
located next to the TV station off of Troup
Street. Among the items to be auctioned are:
Vehicles, Furniture, Computers & Printers, Tires
& Rims, Bicycles, Jewelry, Watches,
Calculators, Walkmans, Radar Detectors &
Scanners, Cameras, Misc Sporting Goods,
Misc Tools. Cash or check accepted - N. Keith
Bradley auctioneer. Other Information may be
obtained by contacting the inventory
management department, Bowling Green
State University, 372-2121 between the hours of
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday.

Greenbriar Inc.
Summer & Fall Rentals
* Good Assortment of
rentals still available *
Stop in and check out
our special deals for
Summer & Fall 1991

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
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Local
Reservoir system BG to limit ambulance service
keeps nitrate level Failure to provide funding halts runs to neighboring townships
in city water safe
by Jacqueline Porter
staff writer

by Thomas J.L. Merker
writer

In the past, the beginning of
spring in Bowling Green was traditionally marked by a note in
your mailbox warning of high nitrate concentrations in the city's
water system.
However, due to a new water
reservoir system, these notes
may be a thing of the past.
During the spring thaw, nitrates found in agricultural fertilizers are washed from the
fields into the drainage ditches.
Eventually, they make their way
into the Maumee River through
the water treatment plant.
Traditional water treatment
plants cannot remove the nitrates
from the water supply, so a new
method had to be devised.
The new system allows the
water to be stored in a reservoir
instead of going directly into the
water treatment plant from the
Maumee River, Gary Silverman,
director of the Environmental

Health Department, said.
Only after the water nitrate
level is deemed acceptable will it
be allowed to enter the reservoir.
If the nitrate level is too high, the
water flow is stopped.
"River nitrates are monitored
year-round, so that when the
river nitrate levels get high, the
pumps feeding into the reservoir
are shut down," Silverman explained.
"The water in the reservoir is
used until the slug of high nitrate
water can go past," he said.
"When the nitrate levels in the
river drop back down to a
reasonable level, then the pumps
can be turned on and the reservoir can take in a new supply of
water."
Ron Merrill, director of the reservoir and water treatment
Slant, said reduction of nitrates in
le drinking water is the only
benefit of the new system.
"If there is a chemical spill in
the Maumee, the reservoir can be

[: See Nitrates, page 6.

The Bowling Green Fire Department will no longer provide
ambulance service outside the
city starting in May of 1992.
City Council President Joyce
Kepke said at last night's meeting the service must oe stopped
because the people in neighboring
townships do not pay taxes or pay
for the ambulance service.
"We only have two ambulances
for our use," she said. "If both of
these ambulances are outside the
city and if there is a third call
from within the city, we have to
call someone from Wood County.
"That person is losing the service for the people who are paying for it —and we also must pay
overtime every time the ambulances go outside the city," Kepke added.
The townships affected are
Plain, Liberty, Portage and
Center — because they do not

have their own ambulance service, said Bowling Green Fire
Chief Joe Burns.
"It is just becoming a problem;
we generally have to go outside
the city 200 times a year," he
said, "the problem lies in that we
don't have the manpower or the
money to continue this service."
Burns said there are only five
firefighters trained for ambulance service. When an out-oftown call is received, three men
have to leave, leaving the city
understaffed for its own emergencies.
"Our worst fear is both of our
teams will be out and nobody will
be there to come to the aid of
someone in town," he said.
Another problem is the amount
of time it takes to reach the people in need of help outside the
city. Burns said.
"Ambulance [response) times
aren't set up to response times,
they are set up to political boundaries," he said. "And sometimes, that is a problem."

B.G. TAXI
352-0796

ON

NEW
Columbia Courts
Apartments
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ROCKLEDGE
MANOR
2 BDRMS. 2 BATHS. WALK-IN CLOSET.
DISHWASHER. STORAGE AREAS

3 bedroom furnished apartments

## Construction begins
Summer 1991 it it
Call 352-0717 for more information

Starting At $420 mo

R. E. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St.
352-9302

GAYS + GOD
Toward a Better
Understanding

within the next two to three
weeks.
"It'll be pretty much well done
by that time — there isn't that
much more time left," he said.
* * *
In other business. Undergraduate Student Government Senator
Scott Ziance invited all city officials to an all-city litter cleanup
Saturday, April 6, from 10 a.m. to
noon.
"The main objective of this
cleanup is to, of course, clean up
the city and the other is to try to
improve relations between various groups within the city,"
Ziance said.
Ziance said Undergraduate
Student Government will divide
the people into four groups that
will have an equal amount of students and city officials.
"This will hopefully allow students and permanent residents to
get to know each other and understand each other better," he
said.

PHOTO SHOP

SERVICE

0 SUNDAY ;j

Fall 1991 Leases Available
for

City Council unanimouslydecided to wait until May 15,1992 to
stop ambulance service so the
townships could put levies on
their ballots to support the start
of their own ambulance service.
"A year from this coming May
is ample time for these communities to make their decisions," Kepke said.
The affected communities will
be able to vote on the issues in the
November 1991 and May 1992
elections, she said.
* * *
Mayor Edwin Miller reported
on (he progress of the
city/student-sponsored party to
take place on April 26 and 27.
The mayor said the committee
decided the event will take place
within a large building within the
city and no alcohol will be permitted.
"No liquor will be part of a
party involving the city," he said.
The mayor added the plans for
the party will be completed

I

DOUBLE
PRINTS
EVERYDAY
LOW, LOW PRICES
GREAT QUALITY
FAST SERVICE
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
Liter Coke
or 7 up

99?

EA

SUNGLASSES
50% OFF OF
MANUFACTURER
RETAIL

SUNCARE PRODUCTS - TANNING OIL
SHIRTS - 9.99
HATS - 5.99
PANTS - 19.99
TANK TOPS - 9.99
SUNGLASSES
LOTIONS

PANAMA JACK
PILL N PACKAGES PHARMACY
111 RAILROAD ST.
W
352-1693
-K^cw^L

WEDNESDAY MARCH 20
9 p.m.
KREISCHER DINING HALL

Sponsored by: Campus Crusade, Navigators, LAGA, Kriescher Quad

PERM WAVES

(includes haircut & style)

HAIRCUT
HAIRCUT & STYLE

$

24
$

7
11

$

NO APPOINTMENTS. Walk in. Sign in.
The next Super Sover Stylist is yours
Complimentorv Shampoo
uiith every service.

1iwmans

MONEY ORDERS

KEYS DUPLICATED

6
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Phone prankster caught

A Waterville, O. man was arrested on five counts of making
harassing telephone calls and
taken to Wooa County Justice
Center Saturday afternoon.
Gary K. Travis, 44,127 River
Road, Waterville, northeast of
Bowling Green, was arrested
after he allegedly called more
than 40 women while claiming

he was from a business which realized it was a prank telewas planning to conduct a phone call, while others would
Vanna White contest.
hang up immediately, said
Travis then would allegedly sheriff's deputy Brenda Brenask the women questions per- neman.
taining to their body and lingerie sizes, according to the police
Travis' arrest resulted in the
report.
end of a 10-month investigation
Several of the women would continuing since the first call
answer the Questions until they was reported in May, 1990.

Nitrates
a Continued from page 5.
closed off from the river and we
would still have a two- to threeweek supply of clean water left,"
Merrill said.
In addition, Merrill said the
level of nitrates in the river right
now is well below the set U.S.
standard of 10 milligrams per liter.
The age group most at risk by

high levels of nitrates in the nitrates to a very much more
water are infants up to the age of toxic nitrite form, Silverman
twelve months. This is due not to said.
their size, but rather to differences in their digestive systems.
"Nitrates in the babv's system
can interfere with the blood's
Infant's gastric juices are alka- ability to transport oxygen," said
line in pH, rather than acidic as Silverman. "This is called meththey are in adults. The alkaline emoglobinemia, or blue-baby
gastric juices enhance the activi- disease. For adults, there is realty of microorganisms that reduce lv no risk at all from this effect."

Budget
D Continued from page 1.
and free of tax increases, and
starts to improve "a management mess that was even worse
than I expected."
He ana Budget Director Greg
Browning briefed reporters at a
news conference before sending it
to the House, where hearings will
start Tuesday.
House Speaker Vern Riffe,
D-New Boston, repeated Browning's observation that the budget Introduction is the first step in
a long process.
"Predictions as to what will fi-

nally be enacted would not be
prudent," Riffe said.
He identified several concerns,
including the end of discounts
that retailers would get for collecting the sales tax. That change
would raise $109 million for the
state.
"The cost of some of these decisions would be passed on to consumers, which I would want to
avoid," Riffe said.
The speaker also said the
House will be reviewing previous
education, health, economic development and other initiatives
"which have proven to be suc-

" Bowl 'N* Greenery"
All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00

$3.99
$4.50

•

Soup n' Salad

•

Hot Entrees

•
•

Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only lor on campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day lot ofl campus students

cessful. Cuts in some of these
items may be counterproductive, "Riffe added.
Senate President Stanley Aronoff, R-Cincinnati, said he thinks
the budget is realistic, and recognizes that Ohio has a fiscal problem because of the recession.
He said the proposal will be
subject to possible change by the
House and the Senate.
Aronoff said he thinks Voinovich has learned from experiences of other states with more
severe problems that it is better
to start out with realistic expectations.

BLOTTER
■City police responded to a
loud music complaint in the 500
block of East Merry Avenue
Thursday morning.
■Kent D. Robinson, 834 E.
Wooster St., was cited for DUI in
the 1600 block of East Wooster
Street Thursday morning.
■University police searched
two dorm rooms in Kohl Hall and
recovered drug paraphernalia
and traces of drug residue in both
rooms Thursday evening.
■Charles A. Koehler Jr., 750
Ninth St. Apt. D, was cited for
DUI in the 100 block of Elm Street
Friday morning.
■Christopher R. White, 522 E.
Merry Ave. Apt. 29. was cited for
open container Friday morning.
■Bruce A. Otley, 445 Darrow
Hall, was cited for petit theft in
the 200 block of North Main Street
Friday morning.
■A South College Drive resident was cited for petit theft in
the 200 block of North Main Street
Friday morning.
■Earl W. Ashley, 1515 E. Wooster St. Apt. 21, was cited for criminal damaging Friday morning.
■Gary W. Lilly, 818 Scott Hamilton Drive, was cited for criminal trespassing Friday morning.
■An incident of a fire contained
in a trash can in Founders Quadrangle is under investigation.
■A resident of Kohl Hall has
been referred to the Office of
Standards and Procedures after
the student attempted to gain access of the University telephone
system 176 times to make
unauthorized long distance phone
calls Friday morning.
■A University parking officer
was verbally threatened by a re-

Attention Advertisers:
Due to Spring Break
ADVERTISING DEADLINE
for the
TUESDAY, APRIL 2
BG News
is
Friday, March 22, 4pm

cipient of a parking ticket in
Fraternity Row Friday afternoon.
■Debra A. Corbin, Cygnet, O.,
was cited for disorderly conduct
with persistence while intoxicated in the 300 block of South
Main Street Friday evening.
■Vincent A. Roberts, Youngstown, O., was cited for disorderly
conduct Friday evening.
■ Matthew F. Bodeman,
Toledo, was cited for littering in
the 400 block of East Court Street
Saturday morning.
■Ronald H. Sander, 1006 Third
St. Apt. 619, was cited for DUI in
the 100 block of Manville Avenue
Saturday morning.
■A resident of the 500 block of
Ridge Street reported a man exposed himself to her when she answered her door Saturday morning.
■Two separate residents of
Wingston Road, southwest of
Bowling Green, reported
someone greased their front door
knobs with Vaseline Saturday
afternoon.
■A Defiance Pike resident,
southeast of Bowling Green, reported someone toilet papered
her trees and smeared manure on
her van Saturday afternoon.
■Howard's Club H, 210 N. Main
St., confiscated seven false IDs
Saturday evening.
■City police responded to a
loud party complaint in the 400
block of South Summit Street
Saturday evening.
■Fred C. Judson III, Portage,
O., was cited for underage consumption in the 100 block of
Fourth Street Saturday evening.
■Christopher D. Martin. 1028
Varsity Square, was cited for disorderly conduct in the 1600 block
of East Wooster Street Sunday
morning.

■City police responded to a
loud music complaint in the 200
block of North Enterprise Street
Sunday morning.
■Stephen D. West, 316 Garden
Court, was cited for underage
consumption in the 200 block of
North Main Street Sunday morning.
■Cheryl M. Otte, 220 Compton
Hall, was cited for underage consumption in the 200 block of North
Main Street Sunday morning.
■Douglas J. Smith, Cincinnati,
was cited for open container in
the 100 block of East Wooster
Street Sunday morning.
■Anthony C. Christoff, 15240 W.
Poe Road, was cited for underage
consumption in the 100 block of
South Maple Street Sunday morning.
■Joshua D. Hathaway, Rudolph, O., was cited for underage
consumption in the 100 block of
South Maple Street Sunday morning.
■John O. Stocker, 309 S. Maple
St., was cited for underage consumption in the 100 block M South
Maple Street Sunday morning.
■A resident of the the 500 block
of East Merry Avenue reported
someone broke into her apartment and stole four to six cans of
beer from her refrigerator Sunday morning.
■An employee of Myle's Pizza
Pub, 516 E. Wooster St. reported
three men hit him on the head
with a club and stole all his
money while making a pizza delivery in the 200 block of North
Enterprise Street Sunday evening.

PHYSICS AT UD
An intensive summer program—June 11, 1991—July 27, 1991
•
•
•
•
•

A lull-year college physics course, including laboratories, in 7 weeks.
Ideally suited for pre-medical and other life science college students.
Appropriate (or most academic majors.
Housing available.
Make your plans now.

i

Tin I "iiiivinity of Dayton
Call the
Department of Physics
(513) 229-2311

300 College Park
Dayton, Ohio 45469-2314

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color Macintosh"
you've learned one program, you're well on your way
system you could afford was just a dream, then the
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.
share information with someone who uses a different
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple*
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the
SuperDrive™ which can read from and write to
Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
technology that lets you personalize your work by
gives you. Then pinch yourself.
adding voice or other sounds.
It's better than a dream-it's a
Vpple
introduces
the
Macintosh
LC
Like every Macintosh
Macintosh.
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
And it runs thousands of
available applications that
all work in the same,
consistent way-so once

For more information
Contact Dave McCoy
at 372-7724

*

The power to be your best""
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Kevin
Cummings

Sports Tuesday
Falcons drop pair of doubleheaders
by Steve Eastern
assistant sports editor

Despite being unable to win any
games in Saturday and Sunday
doubleheaders, the Falcon baseball team showed signs of becoming a squad which will be able to
win down the road.
BG (1-4-1) lost both ends of a
twinbill Saturday, 5-4 and 4-2, at
Dayton's Stuart Field. Sunday
didn't bring much better luck as
BG dropped the first game to
Ashland, 6-5 (eight innings), and
tied the nightcap, 1-1.
The Falcons stranded eight
Aahhh....Spring Break is albaserunners during the first
most upon us.
Here are a few things for you to game which they led 2-0 going
into the bottom of the fifth.
ponder whether you're going
But late-inning failures struck
south or just going home...
• Enough bricks were thrown up as the Flyers plated four runs in
by the BG men's basketball team the fifth and one in the sixth to establish their winning margin.
from the foul line this year to
In the nightcap, senior lefthanbuild a house. Tom Hall personally provided the whole downstairs. der Vince Metzger held UD scoreless until the fifth when the
I don't mean to criticize, but at
Flyers scored their first run.
the collegiate level a freethrow
Dayton then scored three in the
should be a given. Maybe a little
bottom of the sixth to go ahead
more time spent on it next
4-1.
season, huh Coach L.?
Sunday's games at Stellar
Speaking of Coach L., why was
Field brought similar results for
it that he failed to motivate his
the Falcons. BG couldn't stand
squad? Then again, maybe he
the prosperity it was given again
shouldn't have to motivate a Dias they failed to protect a 5-3 lead
vision I player, uumm...
•The biggest football hotbed in heading into the seventh inning.
BG led throughout the game inthe state that continually goes
unnoticed to college coaches is in cluding margins of 1-0, 3-1 and
"We're having lapses defenthe area of Sandusky.
sively especially late in the
Sandusky High, Sandusky St.
games," head coach Danny
Mary's, Perkins, Huron. MarSchmitz said. "It's something we
garetta, Edison, Norwalk, Norhave to turn around, because
walk St. Paul, and Bellevue are
teams that are fundamentally
loaded with talent waiting to be
found. If you go a little bit farther sound are the ones that win
games.
out you have Fremont Ross,
"We're playing these early
Fremont St. Joe, Oak Harbor,
games to iron out our problems."
Port Clinton, and Clyde. I bet I
AU scored the winning runs in
could put together a better
the first extra frame when rightfreshman class from these
fielder
Dave Paukst lined a
schools than Coach Ankney put
together in his five years here at

Sports bits
to ponder
over Break

• Biggest Jerk of the Year in
Baseball award goes to Rickey
Henderson. His contract was the
best thing that ever happened to
him a few years ago, now it's not
Sood enough. Let's all hope that
akland GM Sandy Alderson
doesn't budge.
• Who will be the heavyweight
champion in two years? Tyson?
Douglas? Holyfield? Wrong. Tommy Morrison! You may have
seen him in the latest Rocky film.
If not, check him out on the Holyf ield-Foreman card when he
fights Yuri Vaulin of the Soviet
Union. Didn't we see something
like that in another Rocky?
• I know it's only the exhibition
season, but has anyone been
watching the numbers the Twins
are putting on the board? Could
this be a repeat of 1987?
No. because the Blue Jays are
finally going to bring Canada a
world series championship. The
Jays just have too much talent
not to, and the September choke
is history.
Toronto's opponent in the series? Just call it an all Canuck series, because Montreal will be
there with the Jays.
• While on the subject of Canada, who's going to win the Stanley Cup?
Boston. No doubt about this
one. They've been knocking on
the door in recent years, but this
year they're going to kick it
down.
#Hey Piston fans, how do you
like playing without Isaiah Thomas? Maybe now everyone will
understand what it's like for the
Cavs to play without Mark Price
and Hot Rod Williams.
-This year's NBA champs?
Sorry Boston and Detroit. One
man don't carry a team, Chicago.
Not quite San Antonio and Utah.
You're time is over LA. You had a
chance last year Portland.
Phoenix? Yeah, that's the team.
The Suns have made all the right
moves and will roll through the
playoffs. You heard it here first.
•Speaking of Phoenix, (well actually Tempe) why don't Paul
Taghabue get off Arizona's back
and give them the Super Bowl
that they deserve. Sports and politics don't mix, just ask the American and Soviet Olympic athletes
of I960 and 1984.
• One more thing on Phoenix.
The Cardinals are making all the
right Plan B acquisitions and will
win their division next year. Bank
on it...
• Ever wonder why the MAC
only gets one bid to the NCAA
tourney? Just look at the NIT
where BG could not hold tbeir
lead against Wisconsin, and Ball
State getting blown out by Cincinnati. Last year it was BG and
Kent State who lost in the first
round of the NTT. At this rate, the
MAC will have only one team in
each tournament; if they're
lucky.
D See CummJno*. page 9.
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double into the left-field corner.
Centerfielder Rob Johnson followed with a high chopper over
the mound that left BG shortstop
Brian Koelling with no play on
either player and runners at the
corners.
Paukst crossed the plate with
the tie-breaking run when shortstop Tim Dennison smashed a
hard grounder to third which Don
Delker couldn't handle.
BG scored single runs in the
first, third and fourth innings on a
wild pitch, catcher Rob Kennedy's two-out RBI single, and a
bases-loaded walk.
AU tied the game at three in the
fifth with two runs scoring on a
freak play. Kennedy's catcher
mitt's webbing broke during a
suicide squeeze bunt and allowed
the Eagles to score two runs on
what was ruled a passed ball.
But BG surged back in the bottom of the sixth.
Koelling led off the frame with
a single and designated hitter
Scott Schoemer hit a fly ball to
center field which Johnson
dropped for a two-base error.
With runners at second and third
and no outs, the Falcons plated
the two runners on a fielder'schoice grounder by rightfielder
Dale Carlson and a suicide
squeeze bunt by Delker.
"We got the one run to go ahead
and we squeezed to get the insurance run," Schmitz said. "We
had one of our stoppers, Corey
Zielinski, ready to go in the top of
the seventh.
"Unfortunately it didn't work
out, but we'll learn from things
like this."
But the Eagles rallied to tie the
score and could have had more.
AU combined two singles, a
walk, and a hit-by-pitch to even
the score. But the fine relay effort
of Carlson to first baseman Trent
Dues to Kennedy nailed second

,/Tlm Norman

Shortstop Brian Koelling turns two as the Falcons hosted Ashland.

baseman Jeff Radel at the plate
to keep the score tied at five.
In the second game the Falcons
scored a run in the bottom of the
fifth to tie the game at one. Kennedy began the inning with a walk
and Carlson sacrificed him to
second. After Tom Persiani
reached on an error by second
baseman Daren Stiles drove
Kennedy in with an RBI single to
left-center.

The game was called after seven innings due to rain.
Schmitz was pleased with each
of his starting pitchers' performances.

"Our starting pitchers in all
four games threw the ball outstanding," Schmitz said. "We
just want to be ready for the MAC
season."

D D D
Today's game scheduled for 3
Metzger and Greg Sharp each
went four and two-thirds inning Ei.m. at Michigan has been shifted
Saturday and Billy Bost and D Wednesday at 3 p.m. because
Brent Spray went five solid in- of wet field conditions at Ray Fisher Stadium.
nings Sunday.

Gymnasts continue to Softball team loses
rewrite record books four games at ISU
by Brian Dugger

by Glen Lubbert
sports writer

The women's gymnastics
team saw another recordsetting weekend with its third
home win in as many weeks.
Setting a
school-record
team score,
the Falcons
defeated
Valparaiso
University
189.20-169.70
raising their
record to 8-6
overall and
4-2 in Mid- Condon
American Conference. The
team's record, which shatterd
the old mark by four points, was
due to three other individual records and a sweep of all events.
Leading the team to victory
once again was junior Mary
Beth Friel. According to coach
Charles Simpson, Friel had an

outstanding day with a schoolrecord in the all-around competition and in the floor exercise.
In the all-around competition,
Friel broke her own record by
.35 points scoring a 37.70. Simpson thought her score could
have been higher providing she
didn't fall on the balance beam.
"Mary Beth had an excellent
all-around score," Simpson
said. "I think it could have been
a 38.00 if she had done a better
beam routine."
Friel was followed by classmate Julie Zickes, who scored a
personal best of 37.20.
In the floor exercise, Friel set
her third school record of the
season with a score of 9.70. The
old mark of 9.55 was set during
the 1984-85 season.
"That's a record I didn't
think would be broken for a long
time," Simpson said. "She did a
good job. It was a very clean
routine. The judges said they
couldn't find a reason to take
any points off."

M NOTn/Jay Murdock

Falcon gymnast Nlkkl Condon goes airborne on the vault at
Saturday's meet against Valpo

>

Sophomore Robin Wall, who
took second place in the floor
with a career-high 9.65, helped
lead the team to a sweep of the
top six spots and an event team
score of 48.00 — 5.05 better than
VU's.
However, Simpson was quick
to note the apparant inferiority
of the Crusaders' program.
"They don't give scholarships," Simpson said. "Because of that, they don't have
the support most Division One
schoolsdo. Some of their girls
did very good. Their coach
came up an told me they were
hurting."
Simpson also said VU didn't
have six people in any one
event, and it takes at least five
people to score. But since it was
senior night, BG took the meet
with a less competitive edge.
"We didn't push them,"
Simpson said. '"We went two
events at a time so we didn't go
head to head with them. There
was no pressure."
On the vault, senior Kim
Crawford sparked the Falcons
with a first-place score of 9.50.
Friel placed second with a 9.40
while freshman Julia Zelikov,
senior co-captain Nikki Condon,
and freshman Jenny Nacca
rounded out the field with
scores of 9.35,9.25, and 9.15, respectively.
Breaking another schoolrecord, Wall took first place on
the uneven bars with a score of
9.60. Wall broke her own record
by .15 points. Simpson was
pleased with her performance
since she hasn't had a good routine in two weeks. Wall scored a
8.80 last week against Western
Michigan and a 9.10 the week
before against Eastern Michigan.
"She did a good job," Simpson said. "She's been having
trouble for the last couple
weeks. But she's been working
hard. Her routine was pretty
close to flawless."
Wall was happy about her
performance on the bars and
with her improvement over the
last couple meets.
"I was really excited," Wall
said. "It felt like a good routine
and I'm really glad I did well. I
felt a lot more confident this
week. During practice I was
making the routines a lot easier."
On the bars, Wall was followed by junior Kathy Altonen
who finished second with a career-best of 9.55 and sophomore
Stacey Davis who finished third
with a 9.45.

sports writer

A weekend that was approached with optimism by the softball team turned into four more
losses and a bruised ego for BG.
The Falcons saw their record
fall to 3-7 after dropping four out
of five games in the Sycamore
Invitational at Indiana State.
Coming into the tourney, BG
head coach Jacquie Joseph believed she had the team to beat in
the field of four, but the wins
never materialized.
"It was a big disappointment
for us," senior Becky Bailey said.
BG lost two games to Illinois
State by scores of 3-2 and 2-0.
They lost a 4-2 decision to Notre
Dame.
However, they split with Indiana State, losing the first game
5-4 and winning the last game of
the tournament 4-2. The victory
gave the Falcons a third place
finish in the Invitational.
Amy Simmons went the distance to get BG's third victory of
the year. Dena Romstadt and Julie Hudson had first-inning doubles to lead BG to victory.
Hudson wasn't satisfied with
the lone victory in the tourney.
"The week before we didn't
play that well, so we were think-

ing we would do better," Hudson
said. "We made a lot of mental
mistakes."
Those mental mistakes led to
the loss to Notre Dame in the first
fame of the weekend. All four
ighting Irish runs were scored
in the sixth inning because of
Falcon errors.
Laura Unterbrink was the loser
against Notre Dame. Karen ApKlbaum led BG on offense with
ohits.
"We played hard physically,
but we just had mental lapses at
times." Bailey said.
Bailey had the chance to be a
hero in the 3-2 loss to EIU. Trailing 3-2 in the bottom of the sixth,
the Falcons had runners on first
and third with one out, but Bailey
flew out and Romstadt was
thrown out trying to tag-up from
third base.
The 5-4 loss to ISU in Saturday's first game was another
heart-breaker. In that game, Appelbaum again led the attack
with two hits and two RBI.
Bailey had two hits in the 2-0
loss to EIU. The third place finish
was BG's second in two weeks.
Last weekend they finished third
in the Missouri tournament.
On Wednesday, the Falcons
will open their home season with
a doubleheader against Notre
Dame.

Careers of four
Indians in limbo
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — Three
weeks before the April 8 start of
the regular season, the Cleveland
Indians are facing the prospect of
losing four key players through
the waiver and outright system.
Pitchers Sergio Valdez, Rod
Nichols, Shawn Hillegas and outfielder Stan Jefferson will be lost
to the Indians if they aren't on the
25-man roster when Cleveland
begins its regular season at Kansas City.
Valdez and Nichols are competing to become the fourth and fifth
starters for the team, Hillegas
has been slotted for a key bullpen
role and switch-hitting Jefferson
can play any spot in the outfield.
Valdez and Jefferson are out of
options each player gets three
and have been outrighted to the
minors twice. If they don't make
the club and the Indians try to
outright them again, they can refuse and become free agents
under the rules of last year^ basic agreement.
Such a move would mean the
two would forfeit their 1991 salar-

ies with the Indians.
Nichols and Hillegas are out of
options. If they don't make the
club and the Indians try to send
them to the minors, the team
must do so through an outright.
Such a move would be the first
outright for Nichols and Hillegas
who would not have the right to
claim free agency.
However, the Indians would
have to expose Nichols and Hillegas to major league waivers
meaning a team could claim
them at a cost of $25,000. Nichols
and Hillegas then would have to
be kept on that team's major
league roster.
"In cases like this, the player
doesn't have a lot to lose because
they know that one of the two
things will happen at the end of
the year," club president Hank
Peters said.
"They'll be back on our major
league roster or we can assign
them to another big league cS
or they can be a free agent."
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Ohio State overcomes
valiant BG tennis team
by ScbaMlcn Caruthcra
sports writer
The men's tennis team gave a
valiant effort against Ohio State
this weekend, but it was to no avail as the Buckeyes dominated
the Falcons in every facet of the
match by beating them (H).
It was the
first time this
indoor season
that BG was
shut-out by an
opponent.
fi
We took a
beating this
weekend,"
head coach
Gene Orlando Orlando
said. "The
Buckeyes took advantage of our
youthful experience and never
really let us in the match."
In singles action, freshman Jim
Snyder was the only BG player to
give the Buckeyes any trouble.
Snyder, like the rest of his team-

mates, lost in two sets (7-5, 6-2),
but he gave Jason Katzer a scare
in the first set and almost came
up with a big win. What is so imCressive about his loss was that
e moved up from number five
singles to number two singles for
this particular match.
"I think coach Orlando moved
me up because I have been playing well of late and he wanted to
see how I would handle the pressure of playing the opposition's
top players," Snyder said. "My
Erformance was fair; it could
ve been better."
The doubles teams had a better
showing against the Buckeyes,
but the outcome was the same.
Senior Doug Dickinson, playing
without his regular partner (Mike
Teets) due to an ear infection,
teamed up with sophomore Justin
Overholser for a two set loss (6-3,
6-4) against Gabor Koves and Enrico Saridri.
At number two doubles, freshmen Todd Koehler and Richard

Students left make sure your Spring Break is
SAFE & HAPPY
with a
Free Safety Inspection
with

A Lube, Oil and Filter
tor $17.95
Call or stop by (or an appointment 353-3060
Please bring this ad with you.

Watson gave Katzer and Vito Mazza a rough time in the first set
(7-6), but were outplayed in the
second, 6-3.
Playing in his first match of the
indoor season, sophomore Jay
Alder was paired with Snyder as
they lost to Sam Sebastian and
Ail-American Ty Tucker, 6-4.6-4.
"All our doubles teams played
exceptionally well," Orlando
said. "In particular, the number
one and three teams deserve a lot
of credit because this was the
first time any of them ever
played together."
The match against Ohio State
concludes the team's indoor
season. The Falcons overall record is 3-5, with four of the five
losses coming to Big Ten teams.
"I don't schedule for success, I
schedule for my team to be challenged," coach Orlando said.
"Our wins and losses are just installments to the future success
of this program."

Most tax refunds
come on time ...
. . . But if it's been 10 weeks
since you filed your lax return
and you still haven't received
your refund check, find out
about it Call the special phone
number in your tax forms
package and the IRS Automated
Refund Service can check the
status of your return.

RdMili

Royals release Bo Jackson
due to 'significant injury'
by Craig Horst

HAINES CITY, Fla. — Bo Jackson, one of the
most recognized athletes in the world, was
released by the Kansas City Royals Monday
after the team determined his injured hip would
not allow him to play baseball this year.
The Royals will ask waivers on Jackson Tuesday morning and any team can claim him for $1
in the waiver period that ends 2 p.m. EST Friday.
"This action is taken with deep regret,"
Royals General Manager Herk Robinson said.
"The entire Royals organization is deeply ap6reciative to Bo for his contributions to the club.
'e wish him and his family the very best of
health and success."
Dr. Steve Joyce, the Royals' team physician,
said Jackson has a fracture-dislocation of his
left hip. The injury, sustained in the Los Angeles
Raiders' NFL playoff game on Jan. 13, has resulted in cartilage damage in the hip socket.
Robinson said the Royals would pay one-sixth
of the $2,375,000 contract Jackson agreed to in
February. Jackson would have only made the
full amount of his contract if he was on Kansas
City's opening day roster.
"We felt this was the cleanest manner in
which to handle this and was probably the most
equitable to all involved," Robinson said in a
news conference at the Royals' training complex.
"We got nearly $2.5 million involved in a situation like this, finances do enter into a situation
like this."
The Royals notified Jackson's agent, Richard
Woods, by telephone in Birmingham, Ala., of
their decision. Jackson was examined by Dr.
James Andrews earlier on Monday in Birmi-
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-Herk Robinson, Kansas City
Royals' General Manager
ngham, Ala.
Jackson completed the fourth year of a $7.4
million five-year deal with the Los Angels
Raiders in 1990.
"It's tragic that this happened," Robinson
said. "Bo played a vital and exciting role in the
development of sports in this country."
"We were guided very closely by our team
physician. Dr. Steve Joyce. Steve feels very
strongly that it is not in Bo's best interest to play
baseball in 1991," he said.
"Don't count me out," the 26-year-old Jackson
said at a brief news conference with Andrews of
the Alabama Sports Medicine and Orthopedic
Center.
Andrews did not give a specific diagnosis of
the hip injury that Jackson has kept him out of
spring training with the Royals.
News media reports have said that Jackson
may have avascular necrosis.

Tech's Anderson
ponders his future
by Joe Kay
AP sports writer

iM'

present:

"This action is taken with
deep regret. The entire
Royals organization is deeply
appreciative to Bo for his
contributions to the club. We
wish him and his family the
very best of health and
success."

AP sports writer

352-4380

DAYTON, O. - Kenny Anderson has endings in mind.
Georgia Tech's sensational
sophomore guard ended his second collegiate season Sunday
with a 65-61 loss to Ohio State in
the NCAA tournament. Next
come final exams marking the
end of another quarter.
,
Then, one of his biggest decisions — will this be the end of
his college basketball career as
well?
"Right now I'm just going to go
back to school and worry about
academics," he said Sunday.
"Then me and coach (Bobby
Cremins) will sit down and we'll
go from there."
A lot of people think Anderson's
next destination will be the NBA
draft, where he'd be a prize for a
team in need of a playmaker.
DePaul coach Joey Meyer calls
Anderson the best point guard in

-CELEBRATE-
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on the beach

Ohio State's Jim Jackson said
Anderson has talked to him about
this year's NBA draft.
"It's like he's been saying if he
were a top-five lottery choice,
that might be the best thing for
him and his family," Jackson
said Sunday. "He's accomplished
a lot of things. That's the decision
he has to make for himself and
his family."
A tough decision at the end of a
tough season.
Anderson found his sophomore
season much more difficult than
his freshman year, when he became a star of the NCAA tournament. He scored 20.6 points a
game as a freshman and helped
Georgia Tech pull out four close
NCAA tournament games before
a semifinal loss to LJNLV. Anderson proved immune to pressure
— he averaged 23 points per
game in the tournament last
year.
This year, he had a lessexperienced supporting cast. The
Yellow Jackets started three
sophomores and two juniors Sunday in their second-round loss to
the Buckeyes at the University of
Dayton Arena.
As was the case for most of the
season, Georgia Tech's chances
came down to Anderson's
marksmanship. He scord 31
points Friday in a first-round victory over DePaul. Nothing would
fall Sunday, and the Yellow Jackets fell.
"When Kenny plays great, we
have a chance," Cremins said.

EVERY
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NOTICE CONCERNING FILL 1991 REGISTRATION FOR ETHNIC STUDIES COURSES
Due to curriculum modifications, if you have pre-registered for a course
in the left-hand column, you must request that section number in order
to receive a wildcard for use in requesting the new course number in
the right-hand column
OLD COURSE
REVJ COURSE
Section Course

Section Course

1888 205 European Ethnic Americans
1889 215 History Mexican Americans
1897 304 Ethnicity in America
H304 Ethnicity in America
1899 306 Ethnic Women in America
1900 315 Novels Black Liberation

4962
4961

140 Intro Europ-Amer Studies
211 History Mexican Americans

4963

301 Ethnicity in America
H301 Ethnicity in America
302 Ethnic Women in America
321 Novels Black Liberation

4965
4966
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Sports mailbag opens Tarkanian far from
any overconfidence

Editor The News:
Umbrage taken of commentary
writer Glen Lubbert's piece,
"Gymnastic Scoring Disputed"
(BG News March 13,1991) begins
with an opening paragraph which
implies that if complaints are
lodged against gymnastic judges
twice, an unfair practice exists.
("But this year that defense has
been used against the womens'
gymnastics team [sic] one too
many times to be considered just
a poor explanation").

BGSU would prejure themselves? This could be overlooked
were the superior judge not from
Michigan, an "elite" rated judge.
Having coached gymnasucsfor
twelve years against MAC and
other teams, I can attest that
scoring values do vary, but this is
usually because judges "know"
what qualities of performance to
expect from familiar local gymnasts. Even then scores are
usually fair, albeit if uniformly
high or low.

Is one complaint grounds for
suspicion and a second proof of
violation, Mr. Lubbert? Further,
can you believe that two separate
judging teams having no ties with

The closing words of Commentary: "Simpson seems to have an
excuse for every complaint,"
promted this rebuttal. The author
should not confuse valid and perfectly acceptable explanations
with excuses. It is apparent that
anything spoken to Mr. Lubbert
about gymnastics would by
necessity be instructive as his
knowledge of gymnastic competition is woefully limited.

Cummings
D Continued from page 7.
-Why doesn't the MAC expand?
Akron is the perfect school to join
the conference. Maybe Northern
Illinois would even be willing to
come back after their successful
football campaign of two years
ago when they went 9-2 but were
overlooked in the bowl process by
a 6-5 Georgia team.
This isn't farfetched. The MAC
is in the very early stages of talking expansion. The size of Akron
would benefit the MAC as far as
exposure goes, and the Zips play
MAC schools in nearly every
sport anyway. Go for it.
• Who will win the World
League of American Football's
championship?
Go with the San Antonio Riders,
that is if anyone really cares.
• Fay Vincent, please leave the
designated hitter rule alone. A
pitchers job is to pitch, so leave
the batting to the batters. The DH
also extends the careers of so
many players who we would miss
in the game if you did something
as stupid as to take away the rule.
If anything, encourage the
National League to get with the
program and put the extra hitter
into their game.
I know fve over-stuffed your
minds with sports bits to ponder,
but let me leave you with one
final thought.
• Will the city of Cleveland win a
championship (in anything)
within our lifetimes? I say yes
and they'll do it this year.
No, not the Cavs, Indians, or
Browns, but rather the Crunch
(that's a soccer team for those of
you who don't follow the sport).
They're the hottest team in the
league right now and are peaking
as the playoffs near.
Remember how the city of Detroit reacted to the Pistons winning the title? Just imagine
Cleveland when they finally win
one. Oh Lord, look out!
Kevin Cummings is a sports
writer for the News.

Danny's Type Write

Please be more kind to people!
Dr. Simpson is a "coach," you
know, one of those persons who
gives of himself for the benefit of
athletes for about $1 per hour. Not
all coaches are so highly paid as
to be justly compensated in
exchange for heaped abuses. Dr.
Simpson, is a dedicated, honorable leader of young people; his
word can be taken as truth and he
has no need to make "excuses."
A. John White
Associate Professor, HPER

by Robert Macy
AP writer

LAS VEGAS - Having survived a close call against
Georgetown, UNLV coach
Jerry Tarkanian says there
isn't a team left in the NCAA
tournament that can't beat
his defending national champions.
"I've said it all season —
any team can beat us on a
![iven night. There's no team
eft in the tournament that
can't beat us," said Tarkanian, whose undefeated Runnin' Rebels (31-0) held off the
Hoyas 62-54 on Sunday to
reach the round of 16.
"They're all going to be
tough from here on in.
The Rebels leave for Seattle on Wednesday for their
Thursday night game against
Utah. Arizona meets Seton
Hall in the other West Regional semifinal.
Center George Ackles, who
suffered a sprained ankle in
Friday's victory over Montana, played only 13 minutes
against the Hoyas and had
two points and one rebound.
His status for Thursday is uncertain, although he is expected to play. His replacement, 7-foot Elmore Spencer,

scored only two points but
blocked six shots.
"We didn't want to use him
unless he was 100 percent and
he wasn't," Tarkanian said of
Ackles.
"Hopefully, with a couple of
days' rest and treatment at
home, I'll be ready for Seattle," Ackles said.
"George has been our starting center all year and it
hurts when he's not at full
speed," Tarkanian said. "He
runs the court so well."
Tarkanian, who went into
Sunday's game 0-5 against
Georgetown, said he was
happy to have the Hoyas behind him.
"Utah is a good perimeter
shooting team, and they're
real patient," Tarkanian
said. ''They'll be real tough.
And you know Arizona is going to be tough, and Seton
Hall will be, too."
The Rebels are 7-4 against
Utah, having last played the
Utes in 1983. Utah advanced
to the regional semifinal with
an 85-84 double overtime victory over Michigan State. The
Rebels beat Michigan State at
Ann Arbor in December,
95-75.

It's the Sweet 16!
The NCAA Tournament field was trimmed to the Sweet 16 over the
weekend, with all four number one seeds advancing.
Regional action begins Thursday and continues through next Sunday.
Here are the teams left standing on the Road to the Final Four:
EAST REGIONAL
Temple 77, Richmond 64
Oklahoma State 73, North Carolina State 64
North Carolina 84, Villanova 69
Eastern Michigan 71, Perm State 68
Friday, March 22 at the Meadowlands
Temple vs. Oklahoma State
North Carolina vs. Eastern Michigan
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
Kansas 77, Pittsburgh 66
Indiana 82, Florida State 60
Alabama 96, Wake Forest 88
Arkansas 97, Arizona State 90
Thursday. March 21 at Charlotte Coliseum
Indiana vs. Kansas
Arkansas vs. Alabama
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Ohio State 65, Georgia Tech 61
St. John's 84, Texas 76
Friday, March 22at The Silverdome
Duke vs. Connecticut
Ohio State vs. St. John's
WEST REGIONAL
Arizona 76, Brigham Young 61
Seton Hall 81, Creighton 69
Utah 85, Michigan State 84 (20T)
UNLV 62, Georgetown 54
Thursday, March 21 at The Kingdome
Arizona vs. Seton Hall
UNLV vs. Utah
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Get the AKBT Calling Card and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind.
Because now when you get your free AJ&T Calling Card, youll
get your first 15-minute call free?
With your AT&T Calling Card, you can call
from almost anywhere to anywhere. And you
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services designed to make a student's budget go farther.
So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on campus.
Or call us at 1800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.

SS8S. Helping make college life a little easier.

POE ROAD
^APARTMENTS*

A1TBT

$213 E. Poe Road*
% Call 352-0717

%

***********
I

The right choice.
*A I30Q value for a coasttocoast Calling Caid call. Applies to customer a^aled calk macfc during die AT&T Nighi
Weekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm ftlday ihtough 5pm Sunday. %u may receive
mac or less calling time depending on where and when you call Applications must be receded by December 31,1991

THE BG NEWS

Tuesday. Match 19 1991

Classifieds
Pa.Cr.UPA
Happy Hour, at Old Mytaa
7 30-9 30 March 20th
Jom ua tor pura and fun1

CAMPUS 4 CITY EVENTS
■ wici • wto • WICI •
MMMM Women In Communication., Inc

TunamloWSOUHi FM
lor "Tha) Dear's" gMnn i
win a pair of ttcketa to aaa
Oliver Stona'i movie at
WOOdiand Mali Clnam.
Ualan waafcdaya from 2-4 pm
tor your chance to win
from THE SHARK I

The election procees tor ti-M officer, ho
oee^rn, but rt's not too late lo run. H you have
•WHWlkMMonMoimllllMlOf
on» and mini lha laal meeting Call Julia at
372-M HIOQWI
'OOLDENKEY'
Goner al Momporerxp Meeting
Tue» March 19 104 BA
Find out what wa ara drxng m Aprt'
3/4 UNPLUOOED
That Toeeday March 19 al 10 00 pm OOOOTYMC* and ROCK 8IXID - WFAL -a bring
you 3 acouabc performance* ana ona electiic
aim' Saa Jama t Jo*. Larry Flah. John Foalar
anOAreexl Be there'
7«h Armuel Great Amarlcan Mealoul
Obeerved on Wednesdey March 20 Slop Oy
lha table m lha Mam Scianca BuaOng on
March 19th tor mora information Chooaa Ule
Kick lha Maat Habit'

LOST & FOUND
Found Female Cofae i
rap. cat 352 7339

CELEBRATE AMERICAN VICTORIES
IN THE PERSIAN GULF
Show your prlda and aupport our
troopa ovaraaaa. Thura.. Mar. 21.
al 1 :S0 pm In tha Union Oral.
Mayor Edwin Millar will aarva aa
Kaynote Spaakar for tha rally.
Sponaorad by Collaga Rapubllcana.

Wildotypmg St 25apage 352 3356alter 6
pm

Environmental Interaat Group mealing
Tuaaday night 7 30 pm
Room 400 Moeeley

PERSONALS

IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 1 t
1991 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL I. 1991 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2661 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

•DISNEY IS COMINOI '
• DISNEY IS COMINOI ■
WED. MARCH 20TH
7:00 PM
121 WEST HALL
CALL CO-OP: 372-2451 FOR DETAILS
• DISNEY IS COMINOI '
• DISNEY IS COMINOI ■

OPEN SKATEJBOSU STUDENTS
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
• 15- 10 15/ICE ARENA
12.00 phia SO SKATE RENTAL

• MIKE S. ■
Have you coordinated your SHOE 4 sock wardrobe yef Are you sure you got the GO Spring
'91 issue? (Ha Hal Your Pals - Mara A Shannon

IS

Chi Omega is proud ol
our outstanding sisters'
JULIE LAMONT
Outstanding Greek Woman
Carolyn Wood Award Recipient
JANE MCELROY
Outstanding Panhellenic Representative
GREAT JOB'
Congratulations to Deniae Ladd and Amy
McCue on your selection (or Aerobics Inatruclora"
Love. Your Alpha Chi Suiters
CONGRATULATIONS
John Antollk
Tetelund Caller of the Week
CONGRATULATIONS
USA WILCOX
Telefund Caler ol me Week

PREGNANT?
We can help Fraa pregnancy testa and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Onler Cal 354 HOPE
TYPING SERVICES
Reaaonable rates with accuracy
Cal 352-3987 Irom Sam to 9pm

AXO ' AXO '

BG a newest. classy salon offers
' New Wotlt Tanning Bads
11 visits S20 00
■ Hair Cuts $8 00
529 Ridge SI B G

SERVICES OFFERED
CASH FOR COLLEGE
Wa oiler a computer
scnotaraftp & financial aid
matching service Sand S7 lor
comptele data* and appacabon
Phase III. Oepl Tl. POBox 4467.
Columbia South Caroena 29240

AXO ' AXO *
CHAPTER EXCELWHO SAIO YOU

AXO • AXO " JX.L BROWN • AXO ■ AXO
FANTASTIC JOB WITH SPRING AWARDS"
WE ARE PROUD OF YOU"
AXO * AXO • AXO * AXO " AXO * AXO ■ AXO

Loot or stolen puree from Alpha Xi Delta Sigma
Kappa Reggae Data Party on March 9m Black
w. woven pattern II found please call baa at
372-5407 (Large reward
no quaanona
aakadl

AU. STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS. PEHKINS LOANS OH
NUHSINO STUDENT LOANS WHO ABE GRA
DUATINO OR LEAVING BGSU AT THE END OF
SPWNG SEMESTER 1991 SHOULD CALL
THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT 3728112
TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR AN EXIT
INTERVIEW
Attention all WBOU Stall
THIS TIME IT'S FOR REALI
Thar* WILL ba a mandatory atari meeting on
Tuaaday. March 1*. That'! TonlgMI Tha
meeting it In 105 South Hall at a 00 pm. Ba
thara or taca tha conaaquancaal

Friendly, pa.

AXO ' AXO ' AXO *
CONGRATULATIONS ON
LENCE AWARDII AND
CAN'T HAVE IT AU.7I
AXO * AXO ' AXO '

Dawn Pr/yabyla
I have blonde hair and eyes ol blue so be on the
lookout lor your next clue
Love. Your big
Female students earn cash and have fun organizing ladiea parties to New Danny's AH Male Revue Birthdays ' Baccalaureates ' Sororities *
All Occasions 313 963 6148
Fmd some new answers lo some old questions
MISCELLANY MAOAZINEHBSt] ■ April 8

]

\0&

Attention Mudslingers
Jom leaow students lor a weekend lor volleyball
m the mud1 UAA'a 3rd annual tournament wtl
lake place Apr* 20-21 Music. Food and great
prizea for the top 3 learns Applications available at 405 S Services and MUeti Alumni
Center Due March 22 Apply now • don't miss
out'
AXO • AXO ' JOAN ASHCRAFT ■ AXO * AXO
Tha SMtera ol Alpha Ch. Omega would like to
congratulate Joan Ashcrafl lor receiving the
honor ol OUTSTANDING PRESIDENT!! We are
so proud of you"
AXO " AXO " AXO • AXO ■ AXO • AXO • AXO

FUN IN THE SUN
Gel Into On
Skincare
What sun screen is BEST lor you'
At University Union Foyer
It am 2pm
March 18th-March 21
Stop al the table and pick up the lastest mfol
Fun m the fun .Spring Break
Don't come back with more than a tan'
Prevention Center 372-2130
Gamma Phi Beta * *' Gamma Phi Beta
Congratulations goes out to Kitty Reed. Susan
Kneger. Cassandra Paduta and Tricta Naramore
on being chosen as Orientation Leaders
Love and TTKE Your Sisters
OOODTYMES AND WFAL Present
3/4 UNPLUGGED
TIM Tuesday. March 19 at 10 00 pm GoodTymes wia feature 3 acoustic performances.
and one electric fam' Brought to you by ROCK
SOLID - WFAL
GOVERNMENT HOMES Irom S 1
lUrepairl Deanouent tax property
Repossiasions Your area 11) 805 962-8000
Ext GH-9849 lor current repo ksl
Heel & Sole Shoe Repair
now located al
150 S Main, next to Sen Franklin

AXO • AXO • Rhonda FaHman ■ AXO ■ AXO
Congratulations on being selected lor Pubec
Relations lor STEP ONE" Great Job"
Love. Your Alpha Ch. Sisters
AXO * AXO ' AXO • AXO • AXO ■ AXO
Congratulations Beta Runners
DenleeLadd
JenMorea
Keltoy Smith
AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO ■ AXO ■ AXO
AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO
ANDREA PATTY and WENOY QRADWOHL
Congratufeions on highest 8»g Little grade
pom!"
AXO • AXO " AXXO • AXO ■ AXO ■ AXO

46 N MAIN • BOWIINu GREEN

HEY ALPHA CHI'S
WAY TO GO"
OUTSTANDING PANHELLENIC SPIRIT
AXO * AXO • AXO • AXO ■ AXO
How do you help a Iriend who has been sexually assaulted? How do you cope? Who can you
tad fo? March 20 a Co-VTctan Support Group
starts Cal The Link lor Info
352-1545
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Men's A Women's Soccer - March 19 ■ Entries due by 4 00
pm m 106 SRC '3-Pitch Softball - Coed •
e April 2 Coed. Men's Sgta Tennis • April 3

Entropy

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Co»xJ Bering
Merch 18. Mtni 1 Woman's Soccer - March
19: 3 Pitch Softbel • Coed - April 2, Coed Dot*
ft Man ■ Sngt* Tannis • Apr- 3 Al entnee dua
by 4 00 p m on dua data m 106 Rac Center
KA»*A SM MA-KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Tha bfothars of Kappa S*oma would bka (o
cono/atutate Jim Poftock on his racant
lavaaanng to Jenna Koemer
KAPPA 5*OMA-KAPPA KAPPA OAMMA
LOOKING FOR FREE HELP TO STOP SMOKING? Join a campus Fresh Start program be
gtnntno Monday Apr- 8. at 7 PM Cal lha Student Weftnass canter at 372-8303 tor mora k>
tormabon and to register tor 4 tree 1 hr sasMemories ara only tond It you have them
Don't come back with more then a tan1
Prevention Center 372-2130
S*g Kap * * Paula G-smmarco * ' Stg Kap
Get Psyched'
B-g-hme hunt is fust around the band
through tha bond ol sisterhood you have
become such a great friend
And through our motto. One Heart. One Way'
May our friendship grow each and every day
S-g Kap Love.
YourBtgi
SIG KAP ' LIL' LISA FONTECHIO ' SIQ KAP
it's Tuesday1
Do you know who your BIG is"*
• Sig Kap " SKJ Kap • Stg Kap •
Sigma Chi • Alpha XI Delta • Sigma Chi
The Brothers of Sigma Chi would l*e to congratulate brother Bob Zerbe on his lavaliering to
Valerie Szostak
Sigma Chi' Alpha XI Delia " Sigma Chi
Sigma Chi * Dells Gamma * Sigma Chi
Tha brothers of Stgma Chi would like lo congratulate Brother Michael Callow on his lavabering to KMTI Dale
Sigma Chi * Delta Gamma ■ Sigma Chi
SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA
Jenm Baughman
MtaFaist
Kim Peterson
Roses are red. leprechauns are green.
You 3 are IheBEST ktttes
That we've ever seen1
See you al on Wednesday1
Love. Your Bigs
Sigma Kappa
Courtney Campbell
I'm so excited to have you as my little get psyched for Big Little Hunt. I cant wait* Love Your
BfgT?
Student Rec Center Spring Break Sale*
15S oft al Pro Shop merchandise March
12-22 Bikinis, soccer shorts, tank tops ft
more'
The Picture Ptace
haa
a plethora of fern
because
Spring Break and
FREE DOUBLES
are coming'!
The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta want to wish
Amy Hamm Good Luck on her upcoming campaign tor City Council Representative tor Ward
1 Were behind you 100%» Love. Your Gamma Phi Beta Sisters
The sisters ol the Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
want lo extend our congratulates to each and
every person or Greek organization that won an
award al the Spring Awards Nighl'
Wa have money to help you pay your college
bias Guaranteed 919-876-7891 SCI. 7401
Louisburg, Raleigh. N C 27604
We have money to help pay your college beta
GUARANTEED' 919-876-7891. SCI. 7401
Louisburg. Raleigh. NC 27604
Win $100. Design Logo for Homecoming
1991' Must use the theme "Blast From The
Past - Homecoming 1991" Due by April 3 In
the UAO Office al 4 pm. For more information
cal 2-2343
YOGURT OASIS
Flavors of the Week 3/17-3/23
Vaniia ■ Chocolate
Mandarin Orange " Mocha
Creamsicle • Swiss Mocha
Pralines * Boysenberry
FREE DELIVERYI M-Th 7-10:30
354-7050

HELPM€"
NEED TO SUBLET MY PLACE MAY TO AUG 1
BDRMMAIN ST APT PERFECT FOR ONE OR
TWO PEOPLE VERY VERY CHEAP' CALL
TODAY AND LET'S MAKE A DEAL" 352 4009
HELP US'
A 22 and 23 year • old male seeking a 2 bedroom, furnished apartment for BG School year
Must have oft - street parking and not be mora
that $300 month total Cal anytime. Frank
372-6494
1-2 female roomm;i,*-s needed
Summer Call 353-9639 ale' 6 30 pm
HFIP'

Help' 2 female roommates needed lor 91-92
schooiyear call37? 1667

Need money for Spring Break? Sell me your
mountain bate' 353-3483
Roommates needed for summer Good location, own bedroom parking, fully furnished Call
372-5729 and leave message
Wanted 1 roommate for 91/92 school year
$ 140 a rrwm ft electricity Cal Tara or Mefcssa
2-3531

HELP WANTED
SURFS UP
MANAGER'S WANTED
Hands on training ft opportunity
for advancement for the right people
if you're motivated dial
(419)886 7113 ask for
• •" "THE WILD ft CRAZY ONE'' ■ ■ ■
$375- $700 average earning'"
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries
Earn S5.000 plus/month Free transportation! Room and Board! Over 8.000 openings
No experience necessary. Mala or Female.
For 6ft-p*0* employment manual, send $6.05
to MIL Research. Box 84008, Seattle, WA
S8124. - Satisfaction Guaranteed
CHALLENGING SUMMER JOBS WITH OUTDOOR FUN, SALARY ft rm/bd m camps tor
disabled persons Need male/female camp
counselors, lifeguards, and specialists in food
service, canoeing, and camping/nature In
beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains or near Virginia's East Coast Great experience tor any future
career1 Training provided Apply ASAP to
CAMP EASTER SEAL. Box 5496. Roanoke.
VA24012. 1-800-365 1656
CHRISTMAS. Spring Break, summer travel
FREE Air couriers needed and cruisaehip Jobs
Cal 1 -805-682 7555 Ext F-1658.

IPCO STUDENTS
Get great communications experience this
summer with one of America's oldest companies Average profit $416 week Please
drop your name, major, ft phone no to OCMB
2562
Like to sell?
Like to play games?
Do Both!
Make money by aeeng the latest new card
game SAKI Make up to $96 per dozen sold
Compete tor cash bonuses based on sales perlomance. Work on your own schedule on campus. Arrange for an interview by calling Jim al
419-666-3333 You may call collect' Be one
of the select few chosen Cal now Minimum
investment m mveniory under $100'
Need Career Experience?
Fmd out why Procter ft Gamble. Xerox, ft GE
want to hire students who have worked the
summer with Southwestern Please drop your
name, mayor ft phone no ioOCMB256?
Spring Break $$$
$7.25 starling
Train now: FT on break. PT during school Expansion has created several openings in marketing/sales department
AASP Scholarships ft Co-ops available Cal
now 362-1060

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
June 23 Aug 3. 1991
(six weeks)

1 non-smoking female roommate needed for
91-92 school year Very ctoee to campus. Very
cheap' Cal Michelle or Roxanne al 372-1781
or leave a message
20 OVERWEIGHT MEN ft WOMEN NEEDED
Must be 25 ba. or more overweight
FORMU-3 weight loss centers We are looking
for overweight men ft women to participate in
our weight loss program for advertising puroses Those who participate in this special program w« receive a significant discount off tha
regular program price Cal loday • 354-4500

A pre-coeege residential program
for
high school students
Employment available as:
Tutor/Counselors: Residential position
Minimum sophomore classification
Instructors: High school Math. English
Social Studies. Science Non-residential
Bachelor's degree required
Applications ft position deacrtpttona
available at 301 Hayes Hal.
Deadline AprH 5. 1991

-by John Boissy
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LINK FOR TEENS
a hotline run by teens for teens
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Is looking for adult
volunteers!!
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT:
The Link

5:15

by J.A. Holmgren

ATTENTION
COLLEGE STUDENTS
We are a National Company with several Summar and permanent JODS avaaable in al major
Ohio crllea We otter complete company training, exceeent commissions and exciting trips
abroad We are tookJng lor sell ecruevers who
are personable and hava a good speaking
voice To sat up a personal Interview In your
area please send your name, address and
phone number to (SUMMER JOBS. 3414 W
Tuscarawaa St . Canton. Oho. 44708I One ol
our personnel executives wal contact you
WE NEED
SELF-MOTIVATED
STUDENTS
EARNUPTOI10IHR.
Market credit cards on campus Flexible hours
Only 10 positions available Call Now

1-»00-«50-«472Exl. 20

Looking for responsible person to share 2
bdrm apt until August Air. private room spa
ciaous. Quiet neighborhood $182 50 mo Cal
352-4443. leave message

1 - 2 persons to sublease or share a two bdrm
apt Nice, unfurnished ft no deposit1 Cal Shannon.3S4 4Q73

■K^

for

TEACHERS Early childhood specialists discover a new career as an American nanny. Top
positions iocalry A nationally, live-in or live-out.
travel opportunities Nannies of Cleveland
216-521-4650

WANTED

Fatman-

1 1/2 blocks from campus Sli3/month
Cal 354-5289.

Dishwasher part time Nights ft weekends. Apply at Days Inn. Ask for Jim or Ed

by Chuck Bost

fvjpe.iaj ARfT so
WELL , *1Y LIFE'S KBU 60CV6
POMU. gene?
SftxTHLy. GOTTA so rt> mE
\IX* HSWMTf
UBRAR1 ft* A COJPU: OF H*XS
f FKuirars SEARO<IN6 AHD cer
Mi Life &*CK 'VR> ITS fl*r%>? rWSteTJvtT.J

Female Subteaaer needed for summer in beautiful air cond Fox Run Apt Rent neootaabfe. Cal
Connie anytime 353-9399

315 Thurstin Ave.

FOR SALE
'76Camaro
Runa Great'
$500 or bast otter
372-1258 ask lor Jim
1964 AMC Rambler Classic Typhoon 2-door.
6-cyander 62.000 original miles Clean and
dependable MualaeH $800 or best otter Call
MarCee at 334-3052 belore 4 30 PM
650 Honda
823-3431

Nighthawk

$1000

Call

Acoustic guitar, good shape. $55 Cal George
372-3458 alter 6:00 pm.
Awesome Car Stereo - Kenwood pull out CD
player. AMP, equalzer Very good ouettiy Paid
$1000. must soli $500 or best otter Cal
352-5938
BASEBALL CARDS FOR SALE
From 50's to present
Call Jodi 354-4522
For Sale Juno - 105 synthesizer - $100
Peavey 35 watt ampl lor $25 352-5803
IS IT TRUE JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH THE
US
GOVT? CALL FOR FACTS
504 649-5745 EXT S 5972
LOFT WITH LADDER ■ FOR SALE
$60 00 or best otter
Cal 354-4522. ask lor Jodi
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4 wheelers,
molorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA Available in
your area now Cal 1-805-682-7555 Ext
C-2804
Two IBM PC Computers, low price Cal Ken
Cual. 372-2536

FOR RENT
2 BDRM APTSFURN a UNFURN
NearHarnsman Free heat A cable TV
9-12 or Summer lea. Rate-Info sheets
aval Iront desk Best Western Falcon
Plaza Motel (across Irom Harshman)

2 bedroom lurniahad apt.
FREE gas. heal, water. HBO
Private parking
Laundry Facilities
Newtove Rentals
328 S Main'352 5620

704 5th St
2 bedroom, comptetety turn
Microwave. AC «laundry lad
2. 3. 4 person rates

352-3448
Hours 9-9. local owner

A few good tennanta needed
Ml Vernon Apartments. 802 6th St
2 Bed. Furnished. Dishwashers. Paid Utiaties
Cal Gary at 353-7934.
Carty Rentaia • 2 bdrm apts 8 just now available house for 2.3.4 or 5 students For Fall or
Summer. Alao rooms avail tor males Very near
campus
New Rates Available) Call
3530325
Fall housing

St* Available
We have 1 and 2 bdrms
Stop in today
RE Management
1 13 Railroad SI
FurrUahed 2 bedroom house Furniahed utilities
except electric Open lor summer and tail se. 319E Evers 011669-3038
Houses'or rent 2 8 3 bedrooms 1991-1992
school year Cal 352-2330 or 354-2854 after
6 00 pm
Large efficiency on Man Street for Summer
Sublease S235'month. utarMa included Cal
3526984
LONO » ASSOCIATE*
Leasing tor Fall-Rataa Reduced
EFFICIENCIES:
• 810 N Enterprise. Apt C $170 mo 5 gas and uM
' 329 E Wooaler. garage apt $280/mo Sons' 416Clough.Apt C
$170.mo a gas and uM
' 536 E Wooaler. garage A >
$180/mo agasenduW.
1 BEDROOM:
' 536 E Wooaler. garage B •
$250/mo egasandutll
2 BEDROOM
' 416 Clough. Apt 5$400'mo aoasandutil
3 BEDROOM:
- 1366 1/2E Wooaler$530. mo agasandutil
PHONE: 353-7074 9:30 -4:00

Need an apt lor summer or IMP
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS'
Furniahed or unlumiahed apts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354-2260 or atop at 319 E Wooaler
(across from Taco Bel)
to pick up our Bating a
k with our menrjy staff

If you enjoy working with teens. . .
One A Two BR turn apts 9 A 12 mo and suemar teeeee aval S A V Rentaia 500 Lehmtr
(nent to bus station) 352-7454

APPLY TODAYI!

Quiet. 1 story apts 1 A 2 bedroom
Goodratee Cal Mrka al 353 78Q0

TRAINING PROVIDED

REManagemeni
113Ra*oadSI

Application Deadline: March 27
For more info
call 352-6033
or 1-800-235-TEEN

352-9302
Now renlng for summer 91
one rate for the enars summer
CALL TODAY'
Ready lo settle down m M, a.,-.,,-, ~
710 Seventh St 2 bedroom ^.^
~"
paid 352-3448
"■»«
Two bedroom apartment lor g_ _
Air ccvvJOonlng <•— can. aanar, ^^™*
mt
rng Cal 353-9689
*■>

t

